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and bricks to reinforce the barricades.
The protesters, many of whom partici-

pated in the 2004-05 Orange Revolution,
which also took place on the Maidan, are
well aware of the movement’s telegenic
qualities as weapons in the ongoing infor-
mation war. Indeed, they clearly recognize
that their biggest enemy in this fight is in-
difference. As such, they use all the means
at their disposal to keep from being ig-
nored. By accommodating international
TV crews and photographers, protesters
hope to portray the Maidan as an alterna-
tive route to democracy in a country where
democratic institutions have been laid to
waste by corruption and coercion.

The Yanukovych government and its
Russian backers have tried to portray the
movement as an insurrection led by a rab-
ble of right-wing extremists. But worldwide
attention and the deft use of social media
networks have allowed the Maidan to run

circles around the government’s ham-
handed approach, relying mainly on in-
timidation through the use of extra-legal in-
carceration, paid provocateurs, and cos-
metic concessions.

After a tense waiting game, the long-
expected crackdown came and was re-
pulsed in a dramatic battle for the Maidan.
Afterwards, whenYanukovych and opposi-
tion leaders signed an EU-mediated accord
which would have allowed Yanukovych to
stay on as president until early elections
some time next winter, the Maidan reject-
ed it and effectively took over the capital,
where Interior Ministry troops had gone
back to their barracks.TheMaidan, through
its sacrifice of blood, had taken on a life of
its own.

Experience from the disappointment
of the Orange Revolution shows that no
permanent revolution should be expected.
Such movements naturally circumvent tra-

ditional political structures and processes
– which seems to be easier to do in the age
of internet than ever before. But in
cirvumventing, they also do little to fix the
rotten institutions. At best, they can only
raze them to the ground. While it may not
be the first such internet-fueled populist
phenomenon, not even in Europe, it is cer-
tainly the one with the highest stakes and
greatest potential for mayhem.

In the end the primary purpose of such
temporary autonomous zones is a shift in
consciousness rather than a substantial
change in political institutions. Such a shift
has already occurred; the Maidan is both its
heart and nerve center. Given Ukraine’s his-
tory, though, it is hard to imagine such a
populist uprising leading to a smooth tran-
sition. Although as one often hears on the
Maidan, “Better freedom and chaos, than
stable slavery.”

Riot police clash with
anti-government
protesters in Kyiv,
February 18, 2014.
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Over the course of the winter, Kyiv’s
Independence Square was trans-
formed into a citadel. Within the

barricades, the center of the Ukrainian cap-
ital became a tent city bustling with activ-
ity: political discourses, concerts, public
prayers, soup kitchens, young men training
hand-to-hand combat, and activists from
all over the country huddling around wood
stoves to keep warm in frigid temperatures.
On February 18 it became a battle zone –
the epicenter ofUkrainians’ struggle to con-
solidate a 22-year stretch of independence
they felt was being jeopardized.

What started in late November as a
peaceful protest against President Viktor
Yanukovych’s decision to back out of an as-
sociation agreement with the European
Union has evolved into grassroots force
that even opposition politicians are hard
pressed to control. This “temporary au-
tonomous zone” is an all-fronts attempt to
shift the consciousness of an entire popu-
lation. Not only by bringing down a gov-
ernment, but by creating a sense of self-
awareness, both national and individual –
a sense of dignity from which there can be
no return. By now it is clear that the future
of this country will be determined by the
actions of these“unwashedmenwith clubs,
occupying government ministries and do-
ing God knows what,” to quote a Russian

Temporary
autonomous zone

diplomat – in reality, men and women who
have simply decided they will no longer be
intimidated.

The Euromaidan, or simply Maidan (lit-
erally “square”), is shorthand not only for
the Maidan Nezalezhnosti (Independence
Square), but also for the movement that
brought down theYanukovych government.
Throughout February an estimated 2,000 to
5,000 people have been camping out there,
in an area the size of four to five football
fields, the majority of them coming from
Ukraine’s western regions.

The headquarters was the occupied
TradeUnions Building, until it was engulfed
by flames on the night of February 18. It
housed a kitchen, an infirmary, a press cen-
ter, a lecture hall, and the offices of the
Maidan Samo-oborona (self-defense force).
The Samo-oborona maintains security, co-
ordinates barricades and check points, tries
to rein in or absorb rogue elements while
filtering out provocateurs.

Barricades of snow bags (subsequently
replaced by sand bags when temperatures
rose) and tires are patrolled by men wear-
ing army surplus fatigues, balaclavas and
helmets, armed with baseball bats, sticks,
even pitchforks. Samo-oborona volunteers
act as police. For over two months the only
conventional law enforcers in sight were
ranks of Interior Ministry troops guarding
the area up the hill from the Maidan, hous-
ing the Verkhovna Rada (Parliament), the
Cabinet of Ministers and the ceremonial
residence of Ukraine’s president. After In-
terior Ministry troops tried to clear out the
Maidan, violence broke out in earnest. Left
with little more than half the square and us-
ing the stage and its generator-powered
loudspeaker system (the electricity had
been cut off), the protesters broke a truce
and launched a dawn counterattack on
February 20 to regain the Maidan. The riot
police retreated in panic and protesters re-
took the square. The death toll on both
sides was over 80, many killed by govern-
ment snipers.

Seen from the perspective of the Maid-
an, the police and other security forces
are the crux of Ukraine’s problem. They
do not protect the population. Instead,
the security services, collectively known

The Maidan movement
has taken on a life of its own.
While no one expects it to
last in physical form, the
revolutionary organism it
has generated will inform
Ukrainian national
consciousness for generations
to come.

as silovyky (with the exception, thus far, of
the army), are in collusion with a “criminal
mafia state,” as expressed by jailed former
Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, and
have lost all legitimacy. Still, living in a po-
lice state might even be tolerable for
Ukrainians if other government institu-
tions actually worked. But the economy
is in shambles, at the mercy of Vladimir
Putin’s goodwill and/or blackmail. As a re-
sult the government has lost most of what-
ever support it had throughout the coun-
try – even in the Donbas region, its power
base – and average people have taken to
the streets.

That is not to say that the whole coun-
try supports the Maidan. Certainly the
younger, tech-savvy generation almost uni-
versally does, viewingYanukovych as a So-
viet-era dinosaur. The Maidan clearly has
the support of locals Kyivans, who supply
wood, old clothing and food, as well as tires
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